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Background: Risk-adjusted outcomes are valid surrogates of quality of care tendered by operators and institutions. We sought to investigate the 
applicability of the Mayo Clinic risk score (MCRS) in the assessment of performance metrics of individual interventional cardiologists (IC) at three 
Mayo Clinic sites.
Methods: We evaluated the risk-adjusted performance of 21 IC between 2007 and 2010. Observed mortality and MACE (death, Q-wave MI, 
urgent/emergent CABG and stroke) and expected risk was estimated using the MCRS. To compare individual performance against the others, risk 
estimates were recalibrated by excluding the individual performer from logistic regression models. Their cases were then analyzed in a model using 
the re-estimated risk as an offset variable, with the intercept estimating their individual effect on risk. These individual effects were then plotted on a 
normal probability plot to identify outliers.
Results: Overall post-procedural MACE was lower than predicted at all three sites (observed 2.7%, expected 3.8%, p<0.001) with similar in-
hospital mortality (1.8% vs. 1.6%,, p=0.24). All but one IC had MACE and death rates within expected variation (Figure). Operator C had significantly 
lower mortality and MACE rates. Detailed assessment of his/her risk performance showed excellent outcomes (MACE rate 1.0%) despite high pre-
procedural risk (expected MACE 4.4%) as the reason for the observed outlier.
Conclusion: The MCRS can serve as a tool for the assessment of performance metric for IC.
 
